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MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED
5 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON. S02 OI\IZ

TELEPHONES:

Southampton 20855 • 8.30 a.m. to 6p.m.
West End 4651 - 6.00p.m. to 8.30p.m.

ADDITIONS TO THE AUGUST CATALOGUE

A.P.C. 3s Chariot.
S.M.C. 2s Sarmatian Cataphract.
S.M.C. 4s Persian Cataphract.
A C.W.C. 4s Regular Cavalryman with Pistol (Kepi)
A.C.W.A. 3s Limber.

B.N. 12s Artilleryman with Bucket.
B.N. 56s Line Sergeant with Pike.
F.N. 12s Artilleryman with Bucket.
F.N. 6ls Foot Dragoon Advancing.
F.N. 62s Foot Dragoon Officer.
F.N. 63s Genie Officer.
F.N. 64s Old Guard Officer in Campaign Dress.
P.N. 25s Guard Grenadier Firing.
P.N. 26s Landwehr Infantryman Advancing.
P.N. 27s Landwehr Infantry Officer.
Ba.N. 10s Line Artilleryman Firing Gun.
Ba.N. lis Line Artilleryman holding Rammer.
Ba.N. 12s Line Artilleryman holding Trail Spike.
N.F.A. 20s Ox Cart Set of Cart,2

TRADEMARK

SHOP WHERE YOU SEE THIS SIGN

N.F.A. 20s Ox Cart Set of Cart, 2 Oxen, Large Wine Barrel, Bundle of Hay and Officers
Chest.

Bits 25 mm Scale: Musket 2^p. Bucket 2"2"p. Carbine 2^p.
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NEW ** MINI-MINIF1GS ** NEW ** MINI-MINIFIGS ** NEW ** MINI-MINIFIGS ** NEW

Always expanding and extending our Range, MiniFigs are proud to announce the first
selection of figures in the 5 mm Scale. No you have not read it wrong - 5 mm. Designed by
Neil Butcher the first offerings are:-

5M 1 - British Line Infantry - Frontage of 12 men, 2 deep.
5M 2 - French Line Infantry - Frontage of 8 men, 3 deep.
5M 3 - Cavalry - 8 men.
5M 4 - Field Gun.

Price 5p each

The above are suitable for any period from 1700 to the Crimea. More are to follow including
WORLD WAR TWO, ANCIENT and NAPOLEONIC WARSHIPS. The Range will be called
Mini-MiniFigs and are forerunners of many more to come which will revolutionise your
Wargaming.
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CATALOGUE 18p. MINIMAG 15p NUMBERS 1, 2 and 3 now available.

Please Note:- The Chariots have been redesigned to a much higher and realistic standard.
Unfortunately containing more metal the price has had to be increased to 25p.
Chariot Sets of Chariot, 2 Horses and 2 Men increased to 58p.

Metal Military Miniatures

for the WARGAMER and the COLLECTOR

NEVILLE DICKINSON - Commercial Director

RICHARD HIGGS - Design Director
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EDITORIAL

It seems that some people d_o read the
Editorials because numerous recent letters have
quoted them! One reader says: "I wonder if
there may be a maximum number of wargamers who
buy and agree with the various articles, etc.,
in your magazine i.e. is 900/1000 the number to
which the present set up has got and the number coming in about balances the number
going out. As the Danker to a number of Clubs/Associations I notice that a level is
reached in numbers of members at which point it is very difficult to get an increase]'
Another letter says: "I am inclined to agree with your Editorial in a previous issue
regarding the very confused state of the model soldier industry and I certainly can
not imagine how the younger enthusiasts find the means to purchase the large quanti
ties of metal figures which they do."

Two or three people had their consciences touched and took out subscriptions -
one saying: "After reading your Editorial in the November Newsletter our small group
has passed the hat around and come up with a years subscription - wargaming would be
a dead thing without the "ewsletter and I should be glad to try and raise the money
for more subscriptions. How do other Clubs feel? Do they have just one copy sent
them at a time, to be left at one member's house, or to be passed around so that if
you are last on the list you may be a month behind! Can any wargamer with pride see
England in the Common Market without the Newsletter - I hope not!"

A.A.Johnston the military bookseller, says: "I always read the Newsletter with
interest, particularly your column "You .i/rite to Us". The first letter from K.A.
Smith agreeing with your comments in the August issue ending I feel on an amusing
note which you may feel like throwing back. First let me state that I also agree
with both of you, speaking from a professional point of view it has become a physical
and financial impossibility to cope with the current vast outpourings from various
publishers, we try to steer a middle course and avoid if possible many works which
we feel of indifferent value, but in the end are dictated.to as to our customers' re
quirements. Going back to Mr. Smith's last paragraph, does he not realise that going
to the Library to borrow a book does little to help any hobby or pursuit for it is
upon the general public that the manufacturers and publishers depend. A good and
well chosen library in the long run always will be an investment."

I was very surprised and regretful to hear from Lionel Leventhal, the enterpris
ing proprietor of Arms and Armour Press, that their facsimile reprint of the fascin
ating book "Little Wars" by H.G.Wells has not had particularly good sales. This book
is the Bible of the hobby of wargaming and, with charm and whimsicality, relates the
vast enjoyment derived by middle-aged men from what is now our commonplace pastime.
Every wargamer should have it on his shelves if only as a memorial to the man who
gave the first impetus to this game that we so enjoy - and, like so many more of us,
Wells enjoyed it as a game and not as an intense mind-bashing exercise.

DON FEATHERSTONE.

WARGAMER-S NEWSLETTER it edited and pubtiihed from:-

69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI SAD

£2.10p in the United Kingdom: Overseas £2.25p (#5.70 in U.S.A. and Canada).

ADVERTISING RATES IN THIS MAGAZINE

*.dK,

Full page
Half Page

£6.00 (#16.00).
£3.00 (#8.00).

Quarter Page
Eighth Page

Classified adverts 1p (2 c*.nts) per word.

£1.50p (0k.00)
75P (#2.00)



FIRING INTO THE BROWN!

THE ATTACK ON THE SHAB KADAR FORT BY MOHMANDS

AND OTHER TRIBESMAN - August 1897

On the afternoon of 7th August 1897 about 'f,000
or 5.000 followers of the Hadda Mullah attacked the
Shab Kadar Fort and looted and burned the village of
Shankargarh. The attack on the fort was easily re
pelled by the garrison of 1 native officer and hG
Border Police and at dawn on the following morning
the enemy drew off. Later a column under Lieutenant-Colonel Woon arrived from
Peshawar. It included two companies of the Somerset Light Infantry, Native Infantry,
two squadrons of Bengal Lancers and four guns of the Royal Artillery.
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The shield gradually became obsolete owing to the effectiveness of plate-armour
and its ineffectiveness against cannon-balls. Briefly, armour improved slowly from
about the middle of the thirteenth century when mail was worn, with a flat-topped
barrel helm; then from about 1280 it was reinforced with plate and the helm was
'sugar-loaf; from 1300 there was further plate reinforcement, and a visored helm
(the great bascmet), and in the fifteenth century complete plate-armour was common
- this was undoubtedly the finest period of armour.

00O00

The nineteenth century saw a spate of invention and development in barrels,
locks, breech mechanisms, rifling, cartridges, explosives, magazines and ouick-
loaaing devices. Amid all this change, it does British craftsmen much credit that
one of their productions, the .30} short Lee-Enfield rifle, proved itself on many
oattlefields the best of its kind; with slight modifications it was in general
service from 1895 onwards.

Until these developments had occurred, the ordinary firelock used by infantry
soldiers could hardly be fired at any target smaller than the side of a barn at a
range of a hundred yards or more with the likelihood of a hit being made. The pro
portion of misfires, also, was high.

---00O00

HINT OF THE MONTH
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NOTES OK CHA.UUTS AND ANCIENT TROOPS

by

Major Alastair Malpas

I have just finished a book called "Fighting
Ken" by Henry L'reece and Ewart Oakeshott, published
by Brockhampton iress. This book contained some
very interesting facts and I wondered if they would
be of interest to the Newsletter readers? liy ex
tracts are taken mainly from Chapter One dealing
with the evolution of the chariot.

1. Aryan .jar Chariot:

a. Chariots drawn by small but strong Steppeland ^ares not more than 13 hands
high.

b. There is also reason to believe that, at times, two extra horses were har
nessed, one on either side, to give extra speed, or as replacements if the pole
horses were wounded in fighting.

c. Its sides were made of wicker work or leather, attached to a light wooden
framework. Its floor was of solid wood, to which the axle was bound by strong
leather straps. The wheels being secured by linch pins on their outer faces.

d. The chariot horses were harnessed to a central pole which rose in a curve
from the bottom of the chariot and had a yoke at the forward end of it, to which the
horses necks were fastened. So that this yoke would give, under unequal strain from
the horses, it wa not fixed firmly to the pole, but was held by a bolt and then
loosely lashed with leather thongs.

e. The dimensions of the ancient Aryan chariot. The pole for instance, was just
short of eight feet long, the yoke was three and a half feet wide and the axle length
four feet six inches. The wheels themselves v/ere three feet in diameter and the

actual bo-iy of the chariot rose by a similar length above the axle*
f. In effect, it is very probable that the Aryan chariot was for all practical

purposes the same war weapon which later spread to Mycenean and Homeric Greece and
Celtic Britain, to be used by warriors who, themselves, were remote descendants of
those bardic, Beef devouring nomads of the Steppelands.

g. In use the .-iryan war chariot held two warriors, both of noble rank, the
bowman and the driver. It is probable, but not definite, that the driver stood on
the right side of the chariot to control the horses, while the bowman sat on a low
seat until he went into action. His main weapon was the short composite bow, made
of many layers of horn , capable of sending an arrow accurately over a long
range and filling the air with its thrumming vibration. This warrior's secondary
weapon was the spear, hardly ever the sword.

2. The Egyptian Chariot:

a. The chariot horse used by the Egyptians was the Hyksos horse, as small as the
Steppelands horse and too weak in the back to carry a rider.

b. It was capable of hurling the light two wheeled chariot at the enemy, in
squadrons of twenty-five.

c. The Egyptian chariot was so light, though roughly similar to the Aryan
vehicle, that it was possible for charioteers to carry it on his shoulders without
tiring.

d. It is interesting to note that the axle of the Egyptian chariot was placed
at the hinder-end of the floor.

3» The Achean Chariot:

a. Normally drawn by two horses, of a size approaching the modern hunter;
though at a slightly later period four horses were used to give greater speed. In
such cases, only the two inner horses were yDked and the outer ones were held in side
traces and kept in place by being collared and not yoked, and by the use of a cross
bar, called a swingle tree, at their tails end. Such an arrangement, calling for
multiple sets of reins, would be difficult for the charioteer to control, added to
which a chariot using four horses would need to have a very wide wheel base, to pre
vent it from being overturned when the team became excited and pulled out of line.
What is more a four horse chariot is known to have been very vulnerable, since the
outer horses were easy targets for enemy bowmen and once a loosely-reined outer horse
went down in its tangle of harness, it would take the others with it and topple the
war cart over.



k. The Celtic Chariot:

a. As for the chariots general shape, it must have been open both at the front
and back.

b. We have Julius Caesars' word for it, in 55 BC, that warriors were capable of
running along the pole as far as the yoke, while travelling at full speed.

c. Cne such grave contained a chariot (with two men to drive it) having iron
wheel-tyres of two and a half feet in diameter.

d. ./hile at Maiden Castle, Hembury and Verulanium, wheel ruts exist which show
that the gauge of the Celtic chariot was of four and a half to five feet.

e. In chariot fighting the Britains begin by driving all over the field hurling
javelins, and generally the terror inspired by the horses and the noise of the wheels
are sufficient to throw their opponents ranks into disorder. Then, after making
their way between the squadrons of their own cavalry, they jump down from the
chariots and engage on foot. In the meantime their charioteers retire a short dis
tance from the battle and place the chariots in such a position that their masters,
if hard pressed by numbers, have an easy means of retreat to their own lines.

5. iiow Alexander the Great dealt with Chariots:

At the Battle of Arbela, near the ruins of ancient I.ineveh, we are told that
Darius had a force of two hundred chariots, with scythe blades attached to wheels,
poles and body. Moreover he had four horses to each war-cart, the outer animals held
in traces and used as buffers to protect the inner wheel horses Few reached
their objective, for the Macedonian (light) footmen attacked the outer horses, caus
ing them to fall, entangling their traces, to immobilise or tip up the chariots;
after which the heavy cavalry from Phessaly swept in to butcher the helpless chariot
eers with the lance and long sword.

6. The Egyptian Army:

a. The Egyptian soldier did not lack courage, though his commanders often seemed
to rely for their strategy on the whim of the moment and not on carefully considered
plan of action.

b. It was usual for tiie Egyptian army r.o be divided into three parts - light
infantry, heavy infantry and chariots.

c. .'he ligyptians somehow ma:.tered the art of creating an extremely strong bow,
which enabled'them to pick off their opponents at long range and before they could
reply.

d. It was also known for the Egyptian chariots to strike directly at „he enemy
infantry lines, causing their horses to rear at the last moment to batter down the
foe with their hooves.

7. The Egyptian Infantry:

a. Divided into platoons of ten men, commanded by an officer of low rank and
following ensigns which represented sacred animals or emblems of the king or of a
deity.

8. The Assyrians:

a. Their kings were addressed as the Jun and were expected always to be first
in the battle line. .

b. All this was achieved by the king when dressed in his heavily fringed ankle
length robes, which he was never allowed to discard oven during the most ferocious
hand-to-hand fighting, since such dress was also a symbol of his status as a priest.

c. Their pikemen carried a lance six feet long.
d. The Assyrian chariots, led by the king in person, were set right in the van

of the army.

9. .'ho Knight;

a. It is a widespread idea that the knight had to be hoisted into his sadale
with a crane, and that, once he had been unhorsed and lay on the ground he was in
capable of rising again. In fact, a knights armour weighed little more than 57
pounds (less than the marching equipment of a 191^-13 infantryman; and its weight
was equallv distributed and balanced over his whole body. Tests sponsored by the
Jew York Metropolitan Museum have quite recently shown that a fit man, armed m full
olate, can run", jump, lie down in front or back and rise again, and leap into the
saddle without too great an effort. Both Edward I of England and Henry V were noted
for this last exercise. CONTINUED ON PAGE 18



COUNSELS OF WAR.

SLOi HILIA

iZ. Clark

Are the chronic anglophiles of the Victorian
dinner table:; visiting themselves into the world of
....:' uning'i I refer to Au"list's Newsletter in which
Jhristopher Scott makes a point of the fact that
there are few ~ritish exhibits in the 'Salle 191't
is" in the Musee des lnvalides, :'aris. May I ask why his is so offended? It
after all a French museum for, primarily, French exhibits. If i go to the Imperial
War Museum, London, I see British exhibits because it is a British museum! All I can
find of the French, in the halls, are a Tew rifles, a machine gun, some pictures and
photographs in the galleries and a waxwork, in horizon blue, bearing the inscription
'Poilu 1916'. Hardly international is it?

American exhibits figure largely because both French and British themselves used
so much of it and the Germans stand out because it is, after all, pleasant to know
exactly who we were fighting at the time.

The strongest comments come from Mark .Ivans. He proposes a rule making it im
possible for the British to break when in line, against column attacks ("after all
they undoubtedly would" he states) from the French (whom he calls, indirectly,
"levies" and "common or garden European troops" - I wonder what the Imperial Guard
would have to say about that, not to mention comments from the regular units of
Prussia, Russia and Austria?).

I think that, apart from the slur on other nationals, it is reading something
from the warfare of the times onto the wargames table that cannot be reproduced,
namely Wellington's advanced ideas on cover.

The battles fought in Europe (combats between "levies" like Leipzig, Jena,
Austerlitz and othe- trivia) were often performed with the opponents well in view of
one another. Therefore, the Napoleonic tactics of fire and shock (the latter being
more psychological than physical) could be eminently successful. A line of infantry
could be weakened by artillery fire and then advanced upon by a mass in column. The
already shaken infantry would see the column from a long way off, see its almost un
stoppable progress and by the time the bayonets glistened under their noses enough
psychological factors would have built up to send the line running for the rear.
Voilai Napoleon victorious!

However, against Wellington, who hid his men behird every hill and in every
ravine he could find, the French artillery had little to fire at and the columns,
because they were not seen by the British, could not build up the fear in the line
necessary to make it break. Hence, the hardly touched British would fire on the
French as soon as they appeared over the ridge and then charged, thus recoiling
back on the French heads the fire and shock tactics and causing the column to break.

vnly at ..aterloo did the French manage to get the British at a disadvantage and
Wellington had to be bailed out by Blucher and his "levies". Even here the fact that
despised Belgians and Hanoverians, using Wellington's tactics, could stand in line,
proved that this was not a British but merely a ,/ellingtonian phenomena.

A line of British, on a wargames table, in an open field and shot up by artill
ery, when faced with a column attack should stand no more chance than any other
nationals. In real warfare Wellington would probably not have positioned his men in
an open field and had he done so they would probably have broken. The fact that few
British lines broke is erroneous. They did not break because of Wellington's
generalship, not because the British are superior to the rest of humanity.

In my opinion Mark Evans is trying to -raft onto a set of rules the effect of
Wellington's generalship on the British. It is an unfortunate attempt, in my eyes,
to make the British unbeatable in Napoleonic wargaming and that's not cricket is it?



PETER KEMPLAY
MILITARY PAINTINGS & MODELS

Main East Anglia Stockist for Hinchliffe 25mm Figures* Lamming 20/25mm Wargame Figures

PLUS: Wide range of Uniform Prints, Books,Battle Plans,Kits etc. CATALOGUE: 10p post free

'WILLIE'Figures by EdwardSuren - the finest 30mm Figures available-hundreds of different models
in ten historical periods. CATALOGUE: 25p post free

WATERLOO BATTLE PLANS- Set of3maps'each 15*x 22")show action stage by stage in great detail
£1.35 set post free

new shop: IPSWICH MILITARIA
• (Resident Proprietor: John Willis)

ST. PETERS ST., IPSWICH. OPEN: 9.30-6.30 TUES-SATinc
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SUFFOLK Tel: Framlingham 708
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PITNEY :: LANGPORT :: SOMERSET :: ENGLAND

— in addition to all Don Featherstone's excellent titles, we stock virtually
every title obtainable for Wargamer and Military History enthusiasts. Below
are a few of particular interest, price includes post:

MODEL SOLDIERS: A Basic Guide to Painting, Animating and Converting by P.Blum.
(New English edition due any day). Stiff paper covers oOp. Hardbound JSl.tOp.
Publishers are now doing much for tfargamera, the following titles have all been
produced with them in mind:

UNIFORMS OF MARLBOROUGH'S WARS by A.Kipling. Illstd. inc.colour. £1.32?.
Knight's Battles for Wargamers (3 titles £1 ea.) SARATOGA 1777; BOKODINO 1812;
and FIRST BULL RUM 1861.
Osprey Men-at-Arms Series (k titles £1.32 ea.) all prof.illstd.inc. colour.
THE BLACK WATCH; THE STONEWALL BRIGADE; FRENCH FOREIGN LEGION; and FOOT
GRENADIERS OF THE IMPERIAL GUARD.
MINIATURE LANDSCAPE MODELLING by J.H.Ahern. Illustrated. 70p
MINIATURE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION by J.H.Ahern. Illustrated. 71p.
PLASTIC SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT Assembling, Detailing, Converting by .;.R.Matthews.
Hardbound, prof, illustrated including colour. £1.70p.
MARROW GAUGE MODEL RAILWAYS by M.Andress. Prof.illstd. (Particularly useful
for modelling terrain, etc). Hardbound. £1.60p.
Almark's excellent range, all prof.illstd. inc. colour, essential for colour
reference. REGIMENTS AT WATERLOO -£l.o5p; INDIAN CAVALRY REGIM^NTS^ 880-191^
- £1.85p; BRITISH INFANTRY COLOURS - ..:i.60p; BRITISH INFANTRY RjiGIM&NTS 1660-
1914 - B1.^5P5 GERMAN INFANTRY 191^-1918 - £1.60p; .vAFFEN SS Its Uniforms,
Insignia and Equipment 1938-19^5 -£2.36p, BRITISH MILITARY MARKINGS 1,39-^5 -
£l.o5p; WEHRMACHT DIVISIONAL SIGNS 1938-19<+5 - £1.75P5 FRENCH NAPOLEONIC
ARHLLEKY - £1.60p; AMERICAN CIVIL WAR INFANTRY - C1.45P? GERMAN ARTILLERY
19li»_19l3 - £l.'f5p; GERMAN COMBAT UNIFORMS 1939-19^5 - C1.35PJ SOVIET COMBAT
TANKS 1939-19'*5 ~ £l»50p.
THE FRENCH IMi'E.JIAL ARMY The Campaigns of 1813-T+ and Waterloo - R.K.Riehn.
Illustrated uniform colour guide. Post free - £1.3°P«
THE ER..;.CH INFANTRY AND ARTILLERY 1795-1811 - R.K.Riehn. Uniform colour guide,
companion to previous item. Post free - 70p.

ALL i'HESB AND MANY MO..E - JEND S.A.E. FOi: Y.W.I LISTS.



GGL0 WARG:iMING

by

George ... Lord of Ontario, Canada

I do not for one moment suggest that solo-wargamin,- is better than face-to-face
combat because the whole idea of a game is to pit your wits against those of an
opponent. However, solo-war ;amfng has its user.; on occasions such as those listed
below:-

1. When you live where opponents are few ana far between. •lay-by-mail is all
very well but it can take a Ion.; time and, if you are not in this category, then you
don't know what it is like to wait for moves to irrive by post]

2. To test out a set of new rules or variance. Because seme opponents can get
chee^cu-off going through this process as they want to play a straight forward, well
thought out game.

3. Co play out long campaign-type gime or to re-enact some battle in history
where it is not convenient to have an opponent come ovir 'jvery time you have a few
spare minutes.

For various reasons, I have been forced to play a lot of solo-war ames and when
first 1 started the hobby md isked around for help in this direction, must suggest
ions were vague and indicated the use of Jhance Cards, etc. 1 am now experimenting
with many idea- of :::.. own and have invented, built an i tested several devices for
playing solo games.

i.y main complaint about solo rules devised by other people is that you sit as a
referee in Go..-like i*r•.-'nion between the two >rr»ies »nd merely follow 1 set of stiff
rules whilst remaining strictly neutral. .his is harder ""h t .you think and human
n iture bein : what it is is not nlyays possible. ..11 this is a poor substitute for
the unfortunate chap who has no opponent as he wishes to command one of the armies
but how car. he manoeuvre the other side without cheating and making mockery of the
whole business': ..ecer.tly I have developed a method which requires no fancy gadgets

works well in that it keeps the outcome in suspense as in a game between live
opponents.

a) Decide by chance whether the battle will be fought across the table-top or
down its length..

b) .lace three horsemen along each starting edge, one for the centre and one on
each wing. i?hen dice to decide on which turn they start off - one dice for each of
the six scouts. If i: comes up 1 '-hey start first turn, 2 - start on second turn,
etc. Move the scouts towards the opposite side of the board at a normal Li ht
Cavalry movement rate.

c) At th; end oi' each move, dice to see what happens to ever, one of the horse
men -

1 - killed by the enemy
2 - j ure enemy

3, '*, 5 - nothing notable to record
••^ - observe.. ...my.

d) .•. scout who is ca] tured or returning after spotting, continues to move at
normal p.tce towards the enemy or his own headquarters. once there, he reports or is
interrogated. line ice is tin-own to decide how many face; will be rev ind then

Ln to see which fact re learned. For example:-

Jice score of 1 - lei ...". of b le terr

- number of infantr tat wing or centre
3 - umber of c ivalry
• - numb' irtillery
- number of field rt llery

o - number of reserves

All of these reactions can be revised to suit a personal situation.

;iS terr-in details are learned or observed, they are added to the bare table-top.
I start with the first GO" of terrain from my end as this is what I can see, 1 use

; :. TNU ..• .'. •. .; . 18



MAKE
YOUR OWN
ARMY

AIRFIX CONVERSIONS

by

Mike Lockyer

CAISSON: Train de Artillery.

Source of Vehicle - Airfix wagon train, horses from
Airi'ix Romans.

I have not tried to make too detailed a job.
First only the base and wheels of the vehicle are
used. The sides are removed from vehicle also both
end pieces. The body of the vehicle is narrowed
slightly, all you have left is this:-

The rear wheels are moved back so as the rear axle is under
the end of the body. The body bed is lengthened to cover the
rear springs. A caisson body is built from balsa wood with
paper and thin cara strap:,ings as spare wheel is fixed to the
rear of new body.

The wagon train horses I think are too small so I used new ones from the ..oman
kit. Outrider to caisson is from the U.S. Artillery kit.
Legs trimmed to the shape of Hussar boots, haver
sack, etc., removed, epaulettes (mine is Guard
Artillery train) made from epaulettes also shako
from same source. Shabraque and valise from
plasticine, the shabraque is pricked all over
with a pin to represent fur. The shako has a
pin stuck in it which is painted then sprayed
with artificial grass and then painted again
when dry.

Colours for painting from Funken Vol. I.

Magpie Models
146 Harrogate Road Leeds 7 Yorkshire Tel. Leeds 689249

687344

WE ARE PLEASED TO OFFER FOR SALE OUR RANGE OF CARD MODEL SCENERY DIRECTLY IMPORTED
FROM THE NETHERLANDS.

"A" RANGE ALL AT 45p

A 1

A 2

A 4

A 5

A 7

A 8

A 9

A 10

A 11

A 12

A 17

The trawler "lj".M.60 Dutch fishing boat

The liner "President Vargas" of Brazil
The Netherlands tug "Zwarte Zee" (Black Sea)
The sea going tug 'Titan"
The Mint Tower. Amsterdam. c1620 scale HO

Boeing B-17 "Flying Fortress"
The Radio Ship "Veronica"

Dutch Lifeboat "Bernard van Leer"

North dutch Farm 1682 Classical farmhouse in
a typically Dutch style

Farm and barn in brick and thatch. 18th century
but of a style which is almost that in the
Middle Ages. HO scale

"T—House" farm of Gelderland, a picturesque and
attractive farmhouse and attached barn in

HO scale. 17th & 18th century

A south Limburg farm and outbuilding. This is
very similar to the farm "La Haie Sainte" which
was a key position at Waterloo and is typical of
many west European farms of the 17th and
18th centuries in I; 150 scale

The attractive Frisian "Head-Neck-and-Body"
Farm in HO scale C1650.

The Watergate at Sneek. a beautiful gate/bridge in
Dutch Brickwork. HO scale

The Cornmarket Gate at Kampen. Built in 1337
this is a twin towered city gate as found all
through the Middle Ages. 1:150 scale

SPECIAL "A" RANGE ALL AT 66p

A 3 "The Green Dragon" Dutch early ship

A 14 A small hamlet and bridge by a river in HO scale.
17th century

A G The well known Dutch Landmark the Euromast

Of particular interest to wargamers are the models

A 7. A 11, A 12. A 13. A 14, A 15. A 1G,

A 17, A 18.

"B" RANGE ALL AT 24p

B 1 "Houtzaag" Mill. A colourful and typically
Dutch Mill in HO scale. c1G50

B 2 A watermill for draining the dykes
B 3 The mill "Joshua" of Zaandam in 1:150 scale.

c1600 (may be made up without glue)
B 4 The mill "Het Pink" of Koog in I: ISO scale.

c1620 (mav be made ud without qlucl

B 5 A group of three small houses and a gateway
in HO scale c1650

B 6 A City Gate in HO of the period 1600

B 7 A thatched mill very like those found in
East Anglia c1650 in HO

B 8 A south Netherlands "Whipwater" mill c1650.

Please add 10% for package and postage for orders under £2.50

Trade terms on request



WHAT MAKES 9

\ WARGAMER

TICK ?

by

Gary Gygax of U.S.A.

Your dune Editorial is well taken. As you point out, the large club should be
the controlling (and assisting) organisation for a number of self-supporting sub-
groups. The International Federation of Wargames is gradually tending towards this
attitude, I am happy to report, as evidenced by its sponsorship of local "chupters"
and its "Operation Contact", to got local 'Burners together.

I attended the IF.; Convention at Mount Prospect, Illinois on the 26th, and it
seemed to be a well received affair. There were about 90 people there, and besides
the usual boardgame play, four miniatures events were scheduled: First, there was a
naval tournament in which some 30 persons competed for prizes and a trophy. There
was also the standard (for this country) .Vorld war II tank battle. However, the two
most popular games - at least those that drew the most attention - were a recreation
of a .Vellsian LITTLE .VARS game tournament (wherein I lost) and two fantasy battles
involving wizards, dragons, heroes and the like! Despite the fact that some outsider
viewing wargaming for the first time would have believed that the hobby consisted of
firing toothpicks at toy soldiers and playing make-believe with fairy tale creatures,
the participants had a wonderful time! i'he fantasy section of the (CHAINMAIL)
mediaeval miniatures rules was added as an afterthought, and it now seems likely that
it will turn out to be its most popular feature. Anyway, I will let you know the
general details of the Convention here in Lake Geneva this August, as well as the re
ception of the fantasy games there.

Besides working on another boardgame to be released through the GUIDON GAMES
line, I am currently hard at work on the final draft of the "Tactics" rules for
armour warfare. :iere is a report on the campaign game between German and Soviet
forces I wrote to you in detail about earlier:

In one of our usual Saturday games, we set up section C of the map. Two rela
tively inexperienced players were assigned to handle the attack. The units of
"Battle Group No.3" were divided into armour and infantry commands. A flight of
Stukas was circling overhead, and both the 105mm battery at Goransk and three SG Ill's
located near Hill 5 were to provide artillery support. The general orders given to
the unit were to make a feint towards capturing the bridge, but to actually cross and
enter Tzcakya if only light resistance was met.

The Stukas reported two A/T guns and numbers of infantry in Tzvakya. The planes
were ordered in, and they quickly neutralised this threat. 'Believing this to be the
end of the primary defences of the village, the sub-commanders elected to try and
force an immediate crossing. Artillery began to come in on the attacking AFV's, but
the air cover had been alerted to watch the Hill 16 area. Several guns and mortars
were immediately pinpointed, bombed, straffed, and thus neutralised.

The original plan had been to draw attention to the threat of crossing the
Nyorsk liiver at Tzvakya, by demonstration and continued shelling of the buildings
constituting the hamlet, while a probe investigated the Binsk Station area, and the
engineers got ready to throw an assault crossing of the river between dense forests
DD and EE.

Somehow, I managed to keep quiet until I "learned" by a radio message that
several PzKw Ill's were across and in the village, but that one had already been
knocked out, and the offending T3^A was located but only slightly disabled and still
firingj Two squads of infantry were moving among the buildings, taking some scatter
ed small arms fire. It seemed that we were pretty well committed to the venture, so
I immediately called up the Panzer IVFVs and hoped for the best. The 50rara mortar in
..'oods G began to lob smoke rounds around the detracked T3*t, and the judge was inform
ed that the two 88's on Hill 5, part of Battle Group No.2, were closely watching
Tzcakya. That was shortly to prove our saving.

The IV's approached in line of battle, and immediately drew fire from still
other Red weapons. An infantryman near a cottage from which some of this fire came

CONTINUED ON PAGE i«



THE AMERICAN

SCENE

by

Ma.jor Robert Collar (U.S.Army)

I have been acting as the Deputy Senior Advisor to a Vietnamese Organisation
which had the mission of protecting Bien Hoa Air Base from ground and rocket attack.
Because of the brilliant success of the South Vietnamese incursion into Cambodia,
and the resultant destruction of the North Vietnamese supply system, the enemy
threat had dwindled to the point where there was not much to do, and I felt I had
time to devote to wargaming. Shortly after I wrote, the Organisation was broken up,
as no-longer needed. It's regular ARVN units were returned to their divisions.

I was then assigned as S-3 (operations) advisor to Bien Hoa Province. There,
we advised the Province Chief and his staff both as to Regional Forces (the equiva
lent of 3ritish Territorials) and Popular Forces, who are recruited on the under
standing that they will not operate outside their village. (A Vietnamese village is
not only a built-up area. Some of them are 10 to 15 square miles in area).

Since the Province Chief is head of the Civil Government as well as the military
leader, there was intensive co-ordination with the Political and Economic advisors.
Altogether, the Job was absolutely fascinating, and when one realised the number of
men under arms was in five figures, time consuming, as well. In short, I had no
time.

I have now rotated and am on leave. Some thoughts on wargaming. About a year
ago, one of your 3ritish readers made a remark about the U.S.Army not fighting the
war properly, as we used armoured columns, instead of small patrols. At the Pro
vince level, where we fight the Viet Cong and those i.'VA who have joined the local
force units as replacements, his point is well taken. fhis level of the war is
similar to that which, I believe, your army experienced in Malaya. However, when
fighting North Vietnamese units in Regimental and Battalion size, a small patrol,
unless it is purely reconnoitering, will not survive a clash with the enemy. In the
real flesh and blood world of war, it may be romantic to send men out with less
force or firepower than the enemy, but it is not the action of a responsible officer.
Major Robert Crisp in his "The Gods ./ere Neutral" reaches a similar conclusion about
light tanks as opposed to medium in World War II.

Also, given anything near equality in weapons, the dictum of Napoleon about
morale is a keystone of war, and should, in my humble opinion, be strongly represent
ed in every wargame. I realise this will make a "sloppier" game, and that there are
good arguments for playing wargames as a "game" rather than as "war", but the in
fluence of morale, and of fear of death, is so all pervasive in war, I do not see
how it can be left out of any game purporting to resemble war at all.

ooOoo

fllE COMPLETE GUNNER - 16?2. (Reviewed by K.Brookes)
A facsimile edition of this book has been printed by S..!.Publishers Ltd. (£2.50).

There is no longer any reason why the self-respecting wargamer should be without his
own saker or girondel. Simple instructions cover mould making, casting, inspecting
and mounting the piece. The production of powder, shot and match, and loading and
firing operations are all well explained. As a contemporary source of characteris
tics of the different pieces it is very valuable, covering also the use of artillery
in siep-es. fhe parts dealing with the manufacture and use of gunners' instruments
are most inter-sting, indicating the theories of Diego, iVffano and Casimir ana
other noted artillerists of the period, quoted by the author "W.T." The use of
geometry and trigonometry to measure heights and ranges, and to calculate parabolas,
shows that runners were exponents of both practical and theoretical aspects of the
-,rt or -unn-'-ry. In the 17th century gunnery was not an exact science and the book

••"• that th'- -minora' efforts were often nullified by the uncontrollable varia-
."::.. "i.'":o..-:'-.rl' shot, ,un and weather. Not setting out to read the book from cover-
•o—ovr.-.'onc" started 1 just kept ;;oing. The publishers apologise for the quality
o- -prouuction of some pages, but the original wan printed in 16?2. Aworthwhile
boo,-, -o publish, it is for serious study or casual reference.
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WARGAME RULES

by

Steve Curtis, Ian Colwill

and Mike Blake

The long awaited Second Edition covers close quarters
skirmishes from 1700 to 1900.

FEATURING - shotgun, bow and arrow, musket, detailed hand-
to-hand and - wait for it - cannon rules 1 We utilise 54mm figures
(smaller can be used) giving each man different characteristics -

making a highly personalised, detailed - and downright fun game.

As before the rules centre on the classic gunfighter, gambler and cowboy of the 1870's
and 80's - only now you can add Indian raids, cavalry and mountainmen.

Using our rules - both Gunfight and Colonial games were fought at the 1971 Wargames
Convention and proved most popular. Try a Napoleonic skirmish - using our rules.

"The rules can be thoroughly recommended, not only as a source of background
material for the period, but also because they illustrate the most interesting and well
thought out method of wargaming with implications and possibilities far beyond what at
first seems possible." So wrote Don Featherstone, reviewing our book in "Wargamer1s
Newsletter", No. 116, November 1971.

Through our sixty pages of rules, drawings, photos and chat (plenty of that!) - bring
all the colour and drama of the Old West to your table-top.

Available NOW from STEVE CURTIS, 10 Hurle Crescent, Bristol, BSS2TA, England.
Price 50p, including p &p in the UK only. (S3.30, this includes postage to the USA
and British bank charges.) Please make cheques or POs payable to STEVE CURTIS

The Sound Of Battle. . .

You can almost hear it in The Wargamer.
It seems to echo from each lively page.

Inside its handsome covers, you'll
find a treasure of articles chosen

to help you get more out of war
gaming—plus maps, photographs and
illustrations like the one here.

It doesn't matter what weapons
your miniature armies use, The
Wargamer covers all periods
from Ancients to Moderns and

everything in between.

Published every other month on
schedule. Large page format.

subscriptions:

3 dollars-one year

5 dollars-two years

27I7 Elnora Street
Wheaton, Maryland 20902

U.S.A.
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BATTLE REPORT

A SMALL WARGAMING OPERATION
OF THE MONTH —

by

Richard Brooks

From: Admiral Sir Miles M...

To: Prime Minister/Foreign Minister/Secretary of State for Defence.

Date: 21/9/71. Ref. COB/ler/S.

The attached document, emanating from most reliable sources in the Fantasian
Government would seem to throw some light on the sudden and otherwise unaccountable
disappearance of the Military Governor of the North-East Military District of
Braganzan East Africa. Since General Holgazano was on an unofficial inspection of
the border areas at the time of his disappearance it would seem likely that he is the
subject of the Fantasian Paracommando officer's report.

The humiliation of the coup for the Braganzan security forces has evidently in
hibited them from taking any diplomatic action at the D.N. or elsewhere.

Enclosure iio.1.

From: O.C. 'A' Company Paracommando Bn. Fantad.

To: Head of Operations : MERDE.

10th September 1971. Reference: ELANDSLAAGTE NIGHT ATTACK.

In accordance with your direction of 8th September the senior enemy officer has
been taken into our custody.

Involved in the action were:- 2 Platoon, •A' Coy. Para.Bn. armed as follows:-

6 ;i;u light machine guns (2 figures)
3 SPG anti-tank rocket launcher (1 figure).

2k AKs (8 figures)
Assault Pioneer squad with satchel charges (2 figures).

Light steel ladders were carried to enable the snatch squads to reach the
General's bedroom: without fighting all the enemy troops occupying the building.

The platoon was landed by the battalion's integral helicopters.

Although the border is only a thousand yards away it was decided to make an air
borne attack because only inadequate numbers of BTR kO amphibious scout cars were
available and because it would be necessary to cut the barbed wire border defences
with gun-cotton thus giving the alarm: several minutes before the attack could be
launched.

The landing was guided in by local OPOFAD activists within 200 metres of the P.
B.A. headquarters. As soon as the men had de-planed the helicopters took off to
avoid being caught in any ground fighting. They were scheduled to return in 10
minutes by which time either the general would be captured or the operation would be
impracticable due to the arrival of enemy reinforcements.

The party was broken into six groups each of 6 men (2 figures) each with a
specific job - 1 Ambush squad with the RPGs to cut the road south of the house and

delay any reinforcements.

1 Bomb squad (the Pioneers) to neutralise defenders downstairs with
satchels placed against, the wall.

1 Fire squad with half the RPDs to pin down anyone left after the ex
plosions.

2 Snatch squads each with a ladder - in fact only one was used both
groups going up the one lad ier.

1 Reserve squad with the other 1mg's and myself.

The plan worked well although an alert sentry shot the lead machine-gunner. The
Reserve and Fire squads immediately poured a stream of fire into the ground floor en-



^k

abling the bomb squad to place its charges against the back door. Thi;
section of the wall and silenced the enemy riflemen.

blew down a

Meanwhile the snatch groups had put up their ladders and broken into the house;
it was decided to go in upstairs as there was less chance of the windows being block
ed with wire netting and barbed wire. Most fortunately the window chosen led straight
to the General's bedroom. Although he fired several pistol shots at his assailants
they all missed and he was beaten insensible with a rifle butt.

As the captive was dragged to the window a bodyguard looked in through the door
but uucked back before a hail of bullets. Two men of greater resolution however
sprang through the doorway with machine pistols. In the ensuing gun fight one was
shot but the other shot (and presumably killed) the platoon sergeant as he climbed
out of the window.

The whole platoon now ran for the pick-up area to which the bomb squad had al
ready made their way. The ambush and fire squads covered the retreat while the
snatch squads carried their prisoner bodily. At this point enemy reinforcements
arrived in APCs. In the fight the ambush squad was either wiped out or taken prison
er to a man. It seems likely though that they managed to immobilise the carriers
since none managed to interfere with the evacuation.

The evacuation was assisted by the moon flitting behind a cloud plunging the
area into darkness. Had it not done so heavy losses from the 20mm gun on the enemy
APCs would have occurred. As it was we lost 12 dead and missing (k figures). Enemy
losses are necessarily unknown. The attached sketches may help clarify the picture.

Glossary: Fantad - Fantasian Defence Force.
MSRDE - Ministry for Execution, Revenge and Death.
rtPD - The standard Russian light machine gun firing the intermediate

power cartridge 7.62 calibre.
RPG - The Russian development of the Panzerfaust fires an 80mm bomb to

150 metres - less effective than Carl Gustav. Penetrates up to
150mm of armour.

AK - Avtomat Kalashnikova - the Soviet automatic rifle same cartridge
as the RPD; used by the Viet Cong, Biafra, the Palestinians, etc.
A very good gun with a range (300 m.) quite adequate for modern
combat conditions.

BTR 'fO(P) - An amphibious Soviet armoured car - carries 5 men and a machine
gun.

APC - Armoured Personnel Carrier - the R.B.A. use the HS-30 developed
for the Bundeswehr it carries 8 including the driver and the
gunner in the 20mm automatic cannon turret. Though it is tracked
it is less mobile than other APCs like the American M113.

R.B.A. - Royal Braganzan Army.
UPOFAD - United Peasant Organisation For Arson and Destruction. An anarch

ist guerrilla organisation.

NOTE: The "flitting moon" effect was done by 'throwing a ten sided dice each move.
The score gave visibility in inches for that move.

Bring- new realism and skill, to toua. games

WITH OUR NEW

N P\VOU£ON 10

\A/nR&f\mE rules
CPROFFSSlQNKLCy printed AW Bowp)

SPECIAL FEATURES INCLUDE DETAILS of oRG-AN iSAT'o MS

AND FORMATIONS For THE MAToK comBATA/vTf

(dOp (post free)
£ 17. REEP k8 I.ilford Jourt, Brighton Woad, Lancinj



YOU WRITE
TO US

mi, interest in wargaming stems from reading the book on ^h*f^elo^lnto
Wells. For years Iplayed to his rules »ltfu* £f»£* £** £ ^e last year oran organised Lobby -not until Iread your najaaxne that is. In the 1 y
so my Napoleonic Army has grown from nothing into a fair sizea
painted, I prefer fighting with them to painting them.

Ihave started amodern campaign to an approximation of your rules for «olo

odd.

the result was immobilised tanks everywhere but very few actually destroyed,
was fast.

Iseem to enjoy rule planning almost as much as wargaming itself. Ialways
discuss my rules with my opponent after the game to see where I went wrong.

John Haines of London.

"Many thanks for the issues in the last year which have been always up .to the
usual high standard. Is it possible to have afew detaiIs at some time about paxnt-
*„* and rlueinc Airfix figures and also movement trays? No doubt you had these inIII early days of the Newsletter, but by now you must have ahost of new readers who
like myself will be glad of your help, and having been to one match (Convention) I
know 35 the older readers Jill be most helpful with their advice and be patient
with anything which is repeated or to them old hat.

Ihone that you will be able to put in something on these lines as Ithink«J«M
must be an easier way to paint soldiers than the length of time it takes me, without
looking one bit like those at the Convention."

W.A.Thorne of Bristol.

-—00O00

"I was most pleasantly surprised at seeing myself in print both in the *act
that mv letter might show another facet of the varied environment of wargames to the
many scaUerea individuals who have the fever of wargaming flowxng in their blood
and also that local wargamers in my area who are as yet unknown to me might look me
up and thus further the game in the area.

Usinr the old and honoured method of initial communications, i.e. the notice
inserted in wargame books in the local public library, which has invested in a
series of Almark publications (these too have stayed on the reserve list),I have
made contact with four local -gamers, two old school friends, one other whom Ihad
known at Primary and one who is already a good friend, and hope to get into contact
with some unorganised -gamers at one of the local Secondary Schools through one of
their number whom I met last week.

With my new friend, also a student, at the rival Glasgow University - Strath-
clyde, Ihave started to attend agroup in Glasgow, the Hamiltonnxll Vargames Club,
wiose'healthy membership of 15-20 have amagnificent array of Ancient ^J »»J
Napoleonic snips, and others. So far Ihave participated in Ancient and M^iaeval
battles using unfamiliar but pretty basic sort of rules «hiah stress payability and
enjoyment rather than scientific exactness. Through members Ihave learned that at
least two big schools in Glasgow are setting up Clubs but with even new members
within the last two weeks those leaving the ranks will not be deserting when their
side is losing.

Back at University I am getting back into the way of things, helped by that in
teresting form of torture - the vacation essay, and with my first essays due in soon
I am being kept busy. This year I am doing one more subject than last year in order
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to lighten the load of work in my 3rd and 4th years as I am trying to go for an
Honours Degree. British History and Politics, both Higher, and Ordinary American
History and Ordinary Archaeology keep me occupied but owing to a more sensible time
table, both tram and at University, I have more time than last year. So once the
first bulge of work is over I should be able to set up a Club in the University or
entice them to one of the Glasgow Clubs.

Lack of exacting mental exercise has bought a lapse in paperwork and a fo^gy
memory because of the vacations so I would bo obliged if you could inform me as to
when my subscription finishes, for I have a vague feeling that it soon expires.
Please find enclosed a S.A.E., and may I thank you for all you have done, are doing,
and doubtlessly will do for this great hobby of ours."

John G. Kane of Motherwell.

00O00

"I am writing to you to renew my subscription to your excellent magazine. May
I thank you for a very interesting years reading and congratulate you on not having
to fill your pages with pure facts and figures or attempting to force biased, some
times almost snobbish opinions on your readers."

C.B.Tofalos of Manchester.

00O00

"I returned from Iran safely after an 8-week archaeological season there, armed
with much useful information about geography in Turkey and North Iran. This will be
of considerable help in planning my Ancient history campaign, which concerns the
Diadochi-Alexander's successors to Empire. I intend to concentrate on the struggle
between Seleucus and the Macedonian rulers, where the Aegean and modern Turkey were
the main battle grounds.

I also picked up a lot of useful information on Urartian fortresses, and cover
ed a lot of ground around Sargon II's famous 8th campaign in Azerbayan in 71k B.C.
Another useful gamel

An interesting fact I heard was that the last cavalry battle in history took
place not far from where we were digging. It was in 19^6 or 'k7, I forget which,
between the Iranians and Russians. The Iranians won, and hurried along the Russian
evacuation of Iran after the Second War occupation by the Allies.

My main purpose in writing, however, is to inform you of a final change of
address. I am now permanently resident at 5 Selworthy Road, Southport.

One other thing - I shall have to revise my rules for Ancient 4-wheel chariots.
I gave them a top speed of 15 m.p.h. in my rules, but on the site we employed a cart.
The design has not changed much in thousands of years, and this cart - pulled by one
stringy, half-blind horse and loaded with 8 men, was paced at the trot to 20 m.p.h.
by our Land Rover. I hope this helps you and others in formulating their rules.

Closing this letter, can I suggest that wargamers do not overlook archaeological
journals such as the Journal of Anatolian Studies or Iraq. These frequently contain
much useful information on wars in the Ancient world, as well as on armour, vehicles
and especially fortifications. They are also useful for geographical surveys of
areas ranging from a Turkish province to a river valley.

Ho. ing you had as good a summer as I did."

Martin Charlesworth of Southport.

00O00

"I have now got fully settled into life at Exeter, enough to start raking out
some of the figures I brought down with me in order to do some painting of an even
ing. This activity has brought some strange reactions from other students who have
wandered into my room - however, not all of them have put me down as being completely
mad, indeed some have shown a definite interest in things military. My room-mate is
actually a potential wargamer, having already bought your book, but never having met
anyone else enthusiastic enough to get anything going. It makes me wonder how many
other people in this University might be similar potential 'gamers; maybe I could get
a society going down here."

Chis Beaumont of Exeter.



Send S.A.E.for price list to:
G.R.Seton. 23 Grove Rd.

Leighton Buzzard.Beds.

25mm.

Foot. 5P
Cavalry. I2p
Cannon. 30p

30mm.

Foot. I2p
Cavalry. 35P
Cannon. 45p

1st EDITION CATALOGUE

Extensive range of 25 and 30mm.

Ancients.

Norman Conquest.
16 and I7th.Century
Napoleonic

including
25mmEngli3h Civil War
EC 13 Cavalier

EC Ii Roundhead
EC 15 Lobster g armour
EC 16 I6th Century Horseman
EC 17 Lansquenet Halberdier
EC 18 Lansquenet with pike
EC 19 Lansquenet with Arquebus
EC 20 Standard Bearer

30mm. Norman Conquest

NI Norman with axe

N2 Norman with sword

N'3 Archer
51 Housecarl with axe

52 Saxon with spear

Full details and
prices of our
complete range
including the
NEW 25mm

NAPOLEONIC and

COLONIAL

CAMPAIGN

figures, also the
first of our forth
coming range of

ARTILLERY
PIECES. This
comprehensive
catalogue also
contains historical
notes and uniform

details etc. for our

MARLBOROUGH

and ENGLISH

CIVIL WAR figures

The Square.

Earls Barton

Northamptonshire
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WHAT MAMIS •> •••••..••.•.:: .: PICK? - Continued from i age 9

hurriedly reported that he had seen one of the .'.V 'monsters" therein (KV-I.ii). be
fore the AFV's could make for cover, we had lost another PzKw III and two of the
precious IV's. As this was happening, I inquired of the judge as to the (nearly un
heard of) possibility of direct firing off-board weapons, ./ithout hesitation, he in
formed me that they could, in fact fire, and if necessary the table would be re-set
to accommodate this. However, it took two turns for the Soviet commander to locate
the whereabouts of the 88's. 3y that time we had observed two cottages with tanks
inside turn to flame us the A/T guns "brewed up" the KV's, and our forces - what re
mained of them, that is, had managed to withdraw. It was a bloody nose lor the
Germans indeed!

Total losses for my command were: 2 PzKw III, 2 PzKw IV, 1 StGu III and 3 In
fantry, 'ie were positive that the Russians had lost 2 KV-s, 2 Itfnun A/T suns, sever
al artillery pieces and not less than 20 infantry.

As our game designer and judge, Kike Reese, is now in the Army, it will be a
long time before the final results of the entire action are known, but 1 am somewhat
dubious about it now, doe to the losses suffered at rzvakya.

.vhen we do finally resume play, you can be sure th.-.t 1 will personally command
the forces attacking!

ooOoo

SOLO JA^u.vi'.lNG - Continued from iage 7

the back centre as the point of !!..;. where scouts must re;opt unless the commanding
officer has moved elsewhere. "How, you may be wondering what good docs it uo to
have scouts for the enemy? .ell, if they learn som-.-t in.; I am no', .sw, ;-o.— o ,;now,
my troops must continue to carry out orders even if they walk into ambush (give
enemy a bonus such as a free round of fire)."

Plans are based on what a general knows and then he writes out several sets of
orders, first including a sensible possibility for the enemy and a few outlandish
ones as blunders have been known to occur in warfare. trobabilities are assigned
for each. I then move my own men and dice to decide which choice ot action I will
take, strictly following whatever transpires.

This procedure is repeated for the next move until the outcome is settled. I
realise that no definite numbers or ratios are provided but this is a general method
and not a set of rules. You can use your own set of rules and it will still work
out.

ooOoo

,0'j,;,; ,.;. ;.:.. .,U s »..wCl.-liJ ...a..i - Continued from Pu^c g

b. Another nopulur misconception is that the knightis fighting horse was some-
thin,- like a cart" horse, ponderous and slow moving, of about 17 hands in height,
whereas, in fact, the mediaeval charger resembled a heavy hunter or large show jumper
of our day.

Those are the joints that struck me as being of obvious interest to wargamers
in this fascinatingbook. I do "ewsletter readers to get a copy i: they h-ve
not read it. I should think that most libraries would have a copy. I hope it is
'not ille al or "non-u" to nuote from a book one has read because I do feel that the
facts taken from 'Fightin -will be of us raers seeking for informa
tion.

ooOoo

The magazine Practical Electronics in^g^^g^^^*
November 1971 editions, published Jseries °f *fJ^*.^ XQW an apparatus was de-
by D.H.Daines. highly technical, these artlcl^tn°fiB"X^"°Lr with information how,signed and made to be used as aNaval Gunner^omputer togetherwith i ^ ^
by the use of card overlays, it can be used most e"«ct1^ ± artiliery, Americangunnery and for any period whethe,-or oman galleys, ^ ^Vthat i{'is .usable
Civil .Var, modern missiles or wh;\™V* y°"' irterestin -features in it even if you
at each stage, this article has a lot of t teres ^ .fc ^rk_
lack the technical know-how to actually make the thing.
ing!



BOOKS
ALKX.uiDKR OK I'U.iLC AC MILITARY Cail.G.'J^R by

W.G.F.Jackson. (9" x 6"; 3*W pages, 31 photo
graphs; numerous maps in text. B.T.Batsford Ltd.
London. £J.60).

At first, to those of us who served under

Alexander in North Africa and Italy, he seemed al
most too good to be true, i.ever could any comman
der have looked more like a soldier or radiated

such an aura of calm assurance, confidence, com
plete integrity and utter "unflap-ability"! As
the battles rolled past, victories in varying
degrees but never defeats, our respect and admira
tion for this sterling man grew by leaps and
bounds as we realised just how fortunate we were
to be commanded by a man so competently different to the inadequate leaders who
sent our fathers into the So time and I'assendaele. Lieutenant-Ceneral .iir '..'illiam

Jackson's book pays Alexander all the tributes that he deserves from us but without
any flannel because this book is "...a candid assessment of Alexander's military
career .... showing how his weaknesses - his lack of strategic originality and his
occasional indecision - were overwhelmingly outweighed by his positive qualities."
General Alexander was, to a certain extent, handicapped by possessing those cardin
al virtues we expect of our high-born leaders - he was straightforward, unsubtle,
utterly trustworthy, kindly, disinclined to be harsh to erring inferiors and, with
out allowing it to afi'ect his strategic or tactical judgement, conscious of the
lives he held in the palm of his hand. un top of all that, he had the immensely
difficult task of controlling three mercurial and mutually distrustful subordinates
- Kont::omery, i'attor. and K.ark Clark. That trio would try any commander even though
he possessed the patience of a dint! This book is fascinating to anyone who took
part in the campaigns it describes, it is also an authoritive record on some of the
most important events of Vorld Jar II. Read it!

MONTGOMERY AC MILITARY COMMANDER by Ronald Lewin.
photographs; Tk maps. B.T.Batsford, London. £3-50).

***•

(9i,f x 69-"; 188 pages; 31

This book and that on Alexander need to be read together and very rewarding
reading they make! Both deal with the same period and more or less the same men
and yet how different are the end results. Because Alexander was a man towards whom
people warmed, Jackson's book is, not unreasonably, kind whilst being accurate. But
Montgomery caused the hackles to rise so that RonaldLewin has written about him in
an astringent, critical but very fair manner. vnere is little more aggravating
than to have forthright views thrust upon one in an unceremonious manner and then
to realise that they are correct - and one of the most maddening things about Monty
was that he was almost invariably right! '..'ell illustrated with maps that really
help, this book should present Monty in a much fairer light than, for example,
earlier views by Corelli Barnet or even Montgomery's own autobiography. Extracts
from this are considered by Lewin frequently and usually they indicate an ambi
tious, intolerant man riding roughshod over everyone in his efforts to project (and
protect) his not inconsiderable image. The book brings out the fact that Montgomery
was a thorough man who planned well but lacked spontaneity so that often he failed
to reap the reward of earlier success through following up too cautiously, however
that is perhaps not too bad a failing where men's lives are concerned. A very fine,
beautifully researched and written book on a soldier who will be a subject of con
troversy to military historians for generations to come.

British CUT and thrugt weapons by John Wilkinson-Latham. (10" x 7-J*; 112
pages; numerous photographs and line drawings. David and Charles. £2.75).

This beautifully illustrated book by a man well-known throughout the world as
an authority on the subject, is a concise work of reference at a very reasonable
cost that will be invaluable to the military collector. The review copy arrived
just at the time when I was seeking information for a book of my own on the bayon
ets used by the Victorian soldier. I found everything I needed in a matter of
seconds'.
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GI5RI1.-..: A.:..- Ui.:/. ..K- VHP i:..;1G;:j..-. 1933-19j+5 by Brian L. Davis. (10" x 7i";
over 350 illustrations including a colour section. Arms and irmour iress. A.25).

The purist may scrape around to find something to do with German uniforms that
is missing from this book but I should imagine it will be so insignificant, as to be
completely unimportant! h'y hat is taken off to the author for the fantastic collec
tion of photographs, many of them obviously personal photographs likely to be
carried in a soldier's wallet, tli it fill the pages of this most informative and
beautifully produced book. Absolutely invaluable to the war -amer interested in
..'orld War II and of compelling interest to everyone else. Another very worthy addi
tion to the extremely fine list that is being published by Arms and Armour iress.

ROYAL i:,..VY JARSilIPC 1939-19^5 by ./.JJ.G.Blundell. (8;," x 6"; 120 pages; over
1^0 1:1200 scale drawings, more than 170 photographs and k pages of coloured illus
trations. Almark Publications. £1.50 net - paper cover).

If the ./orld ,i/ar II wargamer who buys the last book reviewed also does iiaval
wargaming then he had better collect some more money and buy this one because it has
just about everything in it he will need to know. All these wonderful reference
books that are coming out today are invaluable in that they save that most precious
commodity of all - Time.' To chase around and procure for yourself even a tenth of
the information contained in this book would take months!

GERMAN INK.diTRY 191^-1918 by David Nash. (8£-" x 6"; % pages; 8 pages of
colour plates; numerous unusual and rare pictures and line drawings. Almark Publica
tions. £1.00 paper cover).

Actually this book is mis-titled because it easily contains enough information
to "dress" your German armies right back to the turn of the 19th century. Not only
does it contain coloured illustrations of all the ;ress and service uniforms of the
German Army over a period of about 25 years but also there are illustrations of many
of the weapons that were used. This book bears out what I said last month when re
viewing the Funcken book on ./orld rfar I uniforms, that the early days of ./orld ..'ar I
have far more colour and interest for wargamers than one woulu at first imagine.

PLASTIC SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT - Assembling, Detailing and Converting by C.R.
Matthews! (o.,M x 6"; 72 pages; pro fusel;/ illustrated with photographs and line
drawings. Almark Publications. £1.00 paper cover).

This is an Almark Practical Guide, obviously written by an expert who knows his
subject. Although I have no personal interest whatsoever in plastic scale model air
craft I read right through this book and was so impressed by the clarity of the in
structions that, if I only had another twelve hours a day, I would feel tempted to
take up yet another hobby! A very nice and useful little book.

THE BATTLE i-'i.t N.'... GENG'G KIACjiK by Ian Fellowes-Gordon. (8a" x 5'f"; 176
pages; 20 plates; end-paper ma S. Leo Cooper. 55.15).

An interesting book which sketches clearly the campaign in North Burma during
the last war. ?he operations of Ctilwell's Chinese and Americans, and the Chindits
are shown in relation to each other and the 1'ith Army. -he background is set by the
activities of the Kachin Levies. The author who served with the latter unit des
cribes the country and people well and interestingly.

The size of Stilwell's achievement and his anti-British feelings are fairly
demonstrated and some excuse is offered for his appalling treatment of the British
unitis placed under him. The reviewer - who was a reinforcement to a Chindit
battalion after its evacuation from Burma - still remembers their bitterness, caused
by Ctilwell's wilful destruction of them as a fighting unit. i'he book offers as
consolation the fact that he treated his Americans no better.

The Parker Caller, of 2Albemarle Street, London W1X 3HF, ^T« *f)£** °***;„
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LIST

East Anglia Military collectors will I
trust have discovered by now their new shop
IPSWICH MILITARIA in St. Peter's Street,
Ipswich, which was scheduled to open on Tues
day 16th November. This shop is backed by
Peter Kemplay, the most knowledgeable and
genuine wargamer and military collector who
deserves all your support. Here you can buy
military antiques and weapons, uniforms,
badges and medals, model soldiers, prints and
books, original paintings, kits, paints, maps,
etc., etc. It is open every day except Sunday
and Monday from 9«50 am to 6 pm. - there are
good parking facilities.

Yet another shop has opened in the East
ern Counties - Harlow Kinitaria run tiy Dave
Watson of 32 High Street, Old Harlow, Essex.
Dave is a Member of that Harlow Group made
famous by Stan Colby some years ago and, like
Peter Kemplay, he also is a genuine wargamer.
He is exclusively catering for wargamers in
the Harlow, Stortford, Chelmsford, Chingford,
Ware area of Hertford and Essex and I suggest
that wargamers in that area either go along to
the shop or turn up on a Saturday afternoon to
a Wargames Meeting at Tye Green Community
Association, Harlow.

The attention of readers is directed towards Patterson Blick Instant Picture
Books which sell for about 22-30p. Of interest to wargamers are those covering the
Charge of the Light Brigade; The American Indian; The Battle of Britain and the Siege
of the Alamo. Not only does each booklet contain the story of the event together
with a number of good pictures of troops, together with maps and plans, but there
are also sheets of coloured pictures which can be "rubbed" onto a scenic background
which is provided within the book. Although perhaps for younger people, these book
lets contain quite a lot of information.

Last month I mentioned that Model Figures and Hobbies, 8 College Square North,
Belfast 1, Ireland, have been appointed as official agents in the United Kingdom for
fine plastic figures turned out by Segom of Paris. There is a very interesting
little book in English called "How to Animate Miniatures" (Assembly and conversion
of plastic miniatures) which will be of great value to all wargamers who like fiddl
ing around with plastic figures (and I feel that this is one of the real foundations
of the hobby). These Segom figures are very finely detailed and seem to me to be
much cheaper in Ireland than they are on the Continent, certainly less expensive than
the range I saw in Brussels a few weeks ago.

In the past I have talked about S.E.R.P.Disques, 6 Rue de 3eaune, Paris 7, and
now my wargaming friend Dick Tennant writes some short reviews on the very interest
ing military L.Ps turned out by this firm.

"For any wargamer interested in the Napoleonic era, the record of "Napoleon et
la Garde Imperiale" is indispensable. This record was produced as a companion to
that classical volume on the Imperial Guard "Anatomy of Glory". I feel that it is
not until you hear the marches and songs of this period that you can actually start
to smell the tobacco and onions of the French Army. The sounds of 1810 are complete
ly different to the present day military bands which have been so much influenced by
the Prussian revival and some fella called Sousa! There is a cohesion of the Qeeth-

oven majesty, stature and grace with the elan of Imperial France. When you couple
the fact that it was produced by Le Commandent Ladouque with the using of the
authentic instruments, this record must be of extreme interest to any collector.
NAPOLEON ET LA GARDE IMP..RIALE - No. MC7008 MONO.
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The same company also produces a series of four long-playing records entitled
"Marches and Songs of the French Army". These are all taken from the official
collection of the Musee de l'Armee and are split over the four major eras- of the
Country's military history. I have that dealing with the Revolution and the Empire
and find it a fair companion to that on the Imperial Guard. ./hilst it does not have
a commentary and is produced with present-day instruments, it is nonetheless extreme
ly interesting and highly recommended. This collection of four records is in compa
tible stereo and if bought together come in a special case with an illustrated book
let; they can, however be bought singly. It is interesting to note that in 1969
these records won the "Grand Prix du Disque".

MARCHES ET REFRAINS DE L'ARMEE FRANCAISE - MC 7003 La Monarchie; MC 700*f La
Revolution et L'Empire; Mc 7005 Le XIXe Siecle et 1'Epopee Coloniale and MC 7006 Le
XXe Siecle et les Deux Guerre Mondiales.

Other records which would seem to be of interest to collectors are listed below.

I found that one could order the records by writing in English (with apologies) and
arrange to have the monies remitted through ones bank.

HF 15 - Marches Militaires de la Russie Imperiale.
Musique Militaire Allemande. II

MC 7007 - Quatre Siecles de

If you have a car and you see any Cleveland garages around then nip in and buy
some petrol because they are giving away some very interesting historic Campaign
Meaals 1793-19^5. The very colourful folder in which they can be fitted contains
coloured replicas of the medal ribbons, clasp etc., with a short history of each
underneath with a space left to fit the little medals in after you have bought enough
petrol. Each medal is slightly larger than a sixpence and I am told that they are
Bade from the dies of the original medals. This is apparently the first of a. series
and is a colourful addition to our military collections.

Although I have no specific details of their latest output I have no hesitation
whatsoever in saying that during the last four weeks Miniature Figurines, Hinchliffe
and Les Higgins have all turned out a lot more fascinating figures to add to their
already excellent ranges. British wargamers may not realise it but in these three
(and a number of others) they have at their disposal wargames figures superior in
quality and range to any in the world.

HINCHLIFFE MODELS ANNOUNCE THE FIRST OF THEIR NEW SCALE

FIGURES

Having been asked so many times over the last few months for
figures and equipment of the World War II period in 1/76 (or ^mm
to the foot) scale we are pleased to announce the first of what
will be a comprehensive range of models of the 1939-i»-5 era. The
first of this new range are of the German Army, Infantry, Para
troops, Panzer Grenadiers and of course their equipment, 105
Howitzers, Nebelwerfers, - we could go on for the rest of this
page but let us wait until they are all ready for release.

HINCHLIFFE
MODELS

This range will take in all the major armies of the conflict with their auxili
ary equipment.

The Colonial period has been enlarged over the last month with addition of
Afghans, "Fuzzie-./uzzies" and Zulus. Regular Indian Infantry and Lancers should be
released in the very near future, as should the Gatling-gun and crew.

As always the Napoleonic fans have been well catered for, Napoleon and his Staff,
Russian Cavalry and many others too numerous to .mention. de also have taken time out
to re-make many of our original figures to get over the problem of thin legs, etc.
We do this so that you end up with the best that we can produce and we are constantly
investigating methods and materials so that we can keep the very high standing the
Hinchliffe Models have set themselves.

If you have difficulty in obtaining our range do not hesitate to write direct,
in most cases we can get your order off the next day.

| # | HINCHLIFFE MODELS, Meltham, Huddersfield, England, rlD7 3NX
B^^^B Arange of Cast Metal Military Models 20-30-54 m/m Scale
B^k^T • Illustrated Catalogues from your dealer or direct, 13p post free
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AIRFIX MAGAZINE - December 1971. Contains a very good illustrated article on expand
ing the Airfix Sherwood Castle set by Terence Wise; model of the Su-76i the Soviet
S.P gun; modelling German parachute troops and equipment; a useful illustrated
article on making trestle bridges; conversions in 5^nim scale by Roy Dilley; variants
of the Scorpion; illustrated articles on ships and aircraft; reviews of kits, models,
etc., correspondence columns and a host of attractive adverts. A very interesting
issue.

JOURNAL CF THE SOCIETY FOR ARMY HISTORICAL RESEARCH - Summer 1971. Contains an
article and an open-out reproduction of the painting of the Waterloo Banquet 1836
plus 18th century military memoirs.

THE BULLETIN OF TH-i MILITARY HISTORICAL SOCIETY - November 1971. Among other
articles of military interest contains an interesting one on Regimental Songs of the
British Army in the 18th and 19th centuries.

DISPATCH - Magazine of the Scottish Military Collectors Society - No.58. Lots of
local news together with an article on the dress of Infantry Officers 1881; vehicles
in service in the British Army; plate for colouring of the Black Watch 17^2 to the
present day plus two more of the 75th "ighlanders 1790 and the Royal Engineers 1857
together with reviews of the latest figures, books, prints, etc.

INTERNATIONAL ..'ARGAMER (American) - December 1971. Contains a mixture of articles
on wargaming with miniatures and board-games including Napoleonic Grand Tactics;
Mediaeval Wargaming; The Incas; Gettysburg; Armor Miniatures; plus board-game
articles on Modern Air War; Stalingrad; South of France Invasion 13kk; Battle of
Britain; Jutland and the latest Avalon Hill game Origins of World War II.

MILITARY MODELLING - December 1971. This 82-page Christmas number is packed with
items of interest to the collector and wargamer. Contains articles on kits of tanks,
aircraft and ships; Mediaeval Heraldry; Painting Military Miniatures; The Uniforms
and Colours of the ^ritish Army; The Sherman Crab mine clearer; a scale model Zeppe
lin; Diaroma of the Battle of Tewkesbury; review of Stadden figures; The "apoleonic
Wargame by Charles Grant plus reviews of books, figures, kits, etc.

MINIATURE FIGURINES MAGAZINE - No. 3. Nicely produced house magazine including
articles on fainting for Beginners by Dick Higgs; Modelling a Trooper of the 1st
Lifeguards 1815; plates and colouring instructions for a number of figures of differ
ent periods; Napoleonic Artillery Organisation; A Brief History of the Royal Dragoons;
Organisation of a British Rocket Troop 131^-15; Brunswick Troops Serving in North
America 1776 and details of Miniature Figurines latest World War I ships.

MODEL BOATS - December 1971. Contains plans and article on U.S.Minelayer Terror and
Destroyer Tender Dixie.

NEWCASTLE WARGAMER'S BROADSHEET - No.10. Contains illustrated article on the Roman
Legionary First Century in Britain (very informative); a battle report and a searing
indictment of the Club's treatment at the National Wargames Convention in Birmingham.

SOLDIER - November 1971. Contains an article about the new National Army Museum plus
other well illustrated items about the British Army plus reviews of military band
records, books, etc.

THE SQUADRON - Autumn 1971 (House magazine for the Squadron Shop, Michigan, U.S.A.)
Nicely produced professional magazine with plenty of photographs although naturally,
much of it is advertising. Contains articles on tanks; Ground Combat troops of the
Luftwaffe and the reconstructed Waterloo Wargame.

STRATEGY AND TACTICS - No.29. In addition to including the complete game War in the
Pacific 19^1-^3 contains well researched articles on the Blitzkrieg; War in the
Pacific 19^1-^3 plus reviews of boardg^mes, books, etc.

TRADITION r No. 57. Has a fine coloured cover of the Highland Light Infantry 1910
and well illustrated articles and Colours of Wurzburg 1806-14; French Army in Egypt
1801 ; the 17th Lancers in India 1883-93; Helmets of the United States Army 1878-1902;
Uniforms and Equipment of the Russian Artillery in Asia 189O; Albanian Troops in the
Service of Naples; The Persian Army 1857; Royal Engineers 1778-1825; book reviews
plus a four-pape coloured spread of Regiments of British Yeomanry 179^-191^ plus two
coloured plates, one of the British Army Crimean period and the other 189^.
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THE NOTICE BOARD

... . • haw of 52 use, Kirkgate, nfakefield, Yorkshire, .F1 kij, would
appreciate information on th of the Saxon, Polish, Wurtemberg, Westphal-
ian ,nd Prussian troops in the Napoleonic /ars.

00O00

Overseas subscribers sometimes kindly send addressed.envelopes, oomplete with
posta e stamps of their own country. Unfortunately the British Post Office will
only accept British stamps on outgoing letters so I have the beginnings of a collec
tion of unused foreign stamps. An International Reply Coupon is the answer, gentle
men.

00O00

The Associazione Fiorentina Battaglie in Scala of Piazza Mascagni 60, Firenze,
Italy, urgently need information on the following points:-

1. One or, better, two flags of Hessian or Brunswick infantry in the American
War of Independence. (Regt. Erbprinz, Chass. Hesse-H, Rgt. Von Riedesel, Rgt. Ans-
pach-Bayreuth).

2. Austrian infantry drummers in 1812-131^.
3- If the Continentals had Grenadiers Grenz and how they were dressed (if it

is too intricate, only after 1778).
k. Jontinental Cavalry Flags.

00O00

Recent big increases in British Bank charges have put a handling-charge of 25p
(30 cents) on BACH cheque from overseas. It is economically impossible for War-
gamer's Newsletter to absorb this charge. Overseas subscribers sending dollar or
non-sterling cheques must ADD 30 cents to each cheque. American Express drafts,
International Money Orders or sterling drafts for the specific amount do not need
this additional handling-charge.

00O00

This magazine and all literature and books distributed through it are sold on
the condition and understanding that, as every possible care is taken in dispatch,
no responsibility can be taken for non-arrival. Any items replaced will be charged
for.

00O00

Anyone who has a copy or access to a copy of Flags and Standards of the Russian
Army 16th Jentury-191^ or/and Uniforms of the Russian Army 16th Century-191*, by W.
Zweguintzow please get in touch with Hike Blake at 102 Gotham Brow, Bristol BS6 6AP.

00O00

Subscribers are requested to note that every care is taken to ensure that their
Newsletters are correctly addressed and safely dispatched. That being the case, it
is regretted that no responsibility can be taken for non-arrival and replacement
copies must be charged for - usually by deducting one month from the subscription
period. Books and other literature are packed once per month and dispatched so
please be patient - your order may have arrived just as a shipment had gone out!

00O00

Phil Bootherstone of Coolhurst, 6 Brambledown Road, Sanderstead, Surrey CR2 03L,
would like to meet a local opponent,
against hNYONI

He says he will fight ANY battle to ANY rules

FOR SALE: Painted 20/25mm Minifig, Hinton Hunt Napoleonics - mainly British.
S.A.E. for lists - D.Hall, 8kh Auckland Road, London S.E.19.

Well-painted 30mm Napoleonic Suren, Norman Newton and Miniature Figurines for
sale, British and French. Plus two complete Kinchliffe guns, limbers and crews.
Send ^.,x.E. for list to Welch, North Farm, Landbeach, Cambridge.



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

BUOKS BY DONALD FEATHEKSTUNE - Personally inscribed and signed by the author.

"WARGAMES" - fhe original text book of wargaming. £1.65p. (#5.75)-
"NAVaL WARGAMES" - Sea battles with model ships. £1.65P« (#5-75)-
"AIR .vARGAMES" - Battles with model aircraft. £1.65p. (#5-75).
"ADVANCED WARG.-.MSS" - This follow-up book to "Wargames" introduces a host of new
ideas and brings the hobby up-to-date. £2.^0p. (#6.25).
"fARGAHE CAMPAIGNS" - This book caters for the experienced wargamer who is seeking
larger scale campaigns, but it is not too advanced for the relative beginner.
£1.90p. (#6.00).

"HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS" - An essential reference book giving details
of the world's figure-makers, museums, prints, books, recrods, dioramas, etc., etc.
Special edition for Wargamer's Newsletter subscribers - 85p. (#3.00).
"AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET!" - The 1st Sikh War 13^5-6. £1.65p. (#5.75).
"ALL FOR A SHILLING A DAY" - The story of the 16th Lancers in the Sikh War 18^5-6.
Nearly out of print! A few signed by the author left at 65p. (#2.00).
"BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS" - A new and completely different book that introduces
the hobby and then expands the subject so that even the experienced wargamer will
find interest and value in its pages. Well illustrated with drawings and photo
graphs. (Published by David and Charles). ,C2.90p. (#8.00).
"MILITARY MODELLING" - Is a book packed with instructions for moulding and casting
model soldiers; on making military vehicles, guns and buildings; on soldering,
gluing and painting; making dioramas and display cabinets. There is an extensive
section dealing with the conversion of Airfix and "istorex plastic figures.
(Published by Kaye and Ward). £2.05p. (#6.00).

"LITTLE wARS" - "Little Wars" first appeared in 1913 and this is a facsimile re-
production of the first edition. In this book H. G. Wells brought his consider
able imagination to bear on the formulation of simple but effective rules to
rationalise the small boy's pastime of shooting down toy soldiers with toy cannon.

"Little Wars" is the foundation stone of the present hobby of playing war-
games. It is also a book of great charm. £1.85p. (#6.00).
"CLP BRITISH MCDSL SOLDIERS, 1895-1918" - L.W.Richards. An illustrated reference
Guide for Collectors. £1.65p. (#5.75).

A series of handbooks dealing with wargaming

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 3.C. to 900 A.D.) by Tony Bath.

2. Rules-for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.

3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation
in America) by Tony Bath.

k. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.

5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.

6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against
Natives) by Donald Featherstone.

7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including
rules for early tanks, armoured cars, etc) by Donald Featherstone.

8. Rules for "\9kk Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

20p each (50c) or the set of 8 for £1.25p (#3-50) including postage.

"WARGAMES TERRAIN" - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic
battlefields. 55p- (#2.00).

These publications can be obtained by sending cash with order to WARGAKER'S
NEWSLETTER.
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